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Postsunset vortex in equatorial F-region plasma drifts
and implications for bottomside spread-F
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Abstract. Recenthigh-resolution
incoherentscatterdrift measurements
conductedat
Jicamarcaduring solarminimumconditionsindicatethat a vortical plasmaflow pattern
accompanies
the well knownprereversalenhancementeventsobservedin the equatorialF
region. The vortex is centeredat •250 km altitude and about 2000-3000km east of the
eveningterminator and is characterizedby upward and downwardflowsto the west and
to the east and eastward and westward flows on the top and the bottom, respectively.
Postsunsetbottomside spread-F events are observedto commencein the interior of the
vortex in regionsof westwardplasma drifts. The formation of the vortex implies localized
chargingof the postsunsetbottomsideF region in responseto eastwardneutral wind driven
F region dynamo action.
1.

Introduction

bilities of the low-latitude evening ionospherewill be
discussed in section 3.

The purpose of this paper is to report
incoherent
scatter radar observationsof avortical flow pattern in
equatorial F region plasma drifts that has been detected during the postsunsettime period. Incoherent scatter drift measurements

were conducted

at the Jicamar-

2.

Observations

New data acquisitionand signalprocessingmethods
in use at Jicamarca

since November

1994 have vast-

ca Radio Observatory near Lima, Peru. In section 2
we will present F region E x B drift maps constructed
with high resolution vertical and zonal drift estimates
derived from recently collected Jicamarca radar data.
The maps show well-defined vortex patterns centered
at -•250 km height and a few thousand kilometers east

ly improvedthe precisionand altitudinal coverageof
incoherentscatter plasma drift measurementsconducted during World Day experiments. Briefly, the pulseto-pulsecorrelationmethodfor drift estimation[Woodman and Hagfors,1969] has been replacedby a spec-

of the eveningterminator. The vortex has only been
observedon days exhibiting prereversalor postsunset
enhancementof vertical F region drifts [e.g., Kelley,
1989; Fejer, 1991] and thereforeit appearsto be the
two-dimensionalflow structure associatedwith the prereversalenhancementphenomenon. Postsunsetvertical
shearsin zonal F regiondrifts inferredfrom earlier Barium cloud and coherentradar backscatterexperiments

describedby Kudeki et al. [thisissue].The correlation
methodprovidesabout 2 m/s precisionfor line-of-sight

tral domain maximum-likelihood inversion procedure

drift estimates acquired with 15 km height and 5 min

time resolutionwhen SNR (signal to noiseration) is
greater than 1, but the data quality deterioratesrapidly for SNR<i. The precisionwith the spectral method,

by contrast,is about 1 m/s for SNR valuesas low as
•0.1. As a consequence,useful drift estimates can now

[e.g.,Valenzuela
et al., 1980;Kudekiet al., 1981;Tsun- be extracted even from weak returns from the low denodaet al., 1981]aswellasaltitudinalvariationsin verti- sity regionsbelow the F region ledge in the postsunset
cal F regiondriftsreportedby PingteeandFejer [1987] period.
also appear to be associatedwith the observedvortical
flows. In addition, Jicamarca observations show that

In Plates 1-3 we present three examplesof E x B drift
maps constructed with drift estimates obtained with the

bottomsidespread-Flayers[e.g., Woodmanand LaHoz, spectralmethod. All three platesportray F regiondrift
1976]generallydevelopin the interior of the vortices variationsduring the eveningperiod. The arrows in the
and extend eastwardinto the postreversalionosphere platesrepresentvector displacementof F regionplasma
in their wake. The implications of the new Jicamarca
observationsconcerningthe electrodynamicsand insta-

in the zonal plane over a 10 min time interval. Vertical
and zonal displacementcomponentsare proportionalto
the measured vertical

and zonal drift velocities obtained

Paper number 1998JA900111.

with 15 km and 5 min height and time resolutions,respectively. The zonal displacementcomponentshave
been scaledin sucha way that 5 min local time change
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alongthe horizontalaxis (i.e., one grid spacing)corre-
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Plate 1. E x B drift and backscattered
powermap for February24, 1996(sunsettime 18:32LT,
Kp=3-,2+). The vertical black strip at -•20:30 LT is due to transmitter failure.
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Discussion
spondsto •139 km zonal displacement.Arrowspointed 3.
to the right indicateeastwardplasmamotions.
The backgroundcolorvariationsin Plates 1-3 depict 3.1. Interpretation

backscattered
signalvariationsas a functionof height
and local time. In eachplate the color strip on the top
showsthe correspondence
betweendifferentcolorsand
SNR+I expressedin dB. Roughly, black regionscorrespondto SNR<<I, greenishtonessignifyincoherent
scatter returns from quiescentionospherein thermal e-

quilibrium,and red-to-purpleregionsindicatecoherent
backscatterfrom ionosphericE and F region plasma

irregularities. Notice that chaoticor noisyflow field
signatures
in Plates 1-3 are mainly confinedto regions
returning coherentechoes(red-purple),primarily in
portionsof spread-F plumespenetrating the F region
peak (seePlates 1 and 2) and the centralequatorial
electrojetheights. Very large drift estimatesobtained
within coherentscatter regionsexceedinga threshold
have been dropped from the plates to minimize clutter.
Drift estimates are also absent when the inversion algorithm fails owing to insufficientSNR. However, notice
that the flow pattern of the quiescentionosphereis re-

of Drift
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Maps

F regiondrift mapspresentedin section2 combinethe
signaturesof randomlyexcited (e.g., spread-Firregularities) as well as deterministic(i.e., local time invariant)
flow features. Concerning the spacetime localized random features, the maps generally introduce a "slit camera" distortioneffect[e.g., Woodmanand LaHoz, 1976;
Kelley, 1989]. As a consequence,
the appearanceof such
featureson the maps (altitude-localtime plots) may be
very different from their actual spatial structure in altitude and longitude. Attempts to interpret the maps as
altitude-longitude snapshotsoften lead to confusionand
errorsin suchcases.However, as far as local time invariant features are concerned,the snapshotinterpretation
is quite natural and correct. In such an interpretation,
one hour increasealong the horizontal axis corresponds
to 15ø or -•1650 km of eastward displacement.
The prereversalenhancementis certainly a deterministic feature of the low-latitude electrodynamics. Althoughthe enhancementdoesnot necessarilytake place
every evening, when it occurs it always occurs at approximately the same local time and its generation

markably well definedeven in low SNR regionsabove
and belowthe F regionpeak (the centralpart of greenish layer), and somedrift estimatesare available,for
mechanismis describedby deterministicmodels[e.g.,
the first time in Jicamarca observations, even below
Farley et al., 1986; Haerendeland Eccles,1992]. Any
the bottomside spread-F layers that develop at •250
uncertainty concerning its generation is due to uncerkm altitude

after

•1930

LT.

tainties in its drivers,for example,zonal thermospheric
A recurring pattern in F region flow fields evident winds, field-line integrated conductivities,etc. Therein all three plates is a clockwisecirculation centered at
•250

km altitude

and •1.5

hours after the local sunset

fore it is safe to assumethat under geomagnetically
quiet conditionssuitable for its generation, prereversalenhancement
will occuruniformlyovera widerange
of longitudes,and thereforeit will be, at least approximately,localtime invariantat differentlongitudes.The
snapshotinterpretation of Jicamarcadrift maps with

(1832, 1806, and 1803 LT for Plates 1-3, respectively).
In all three plates, but particularly in Plates 1 and 2,
the circulationpattern is very clearly definedin the west
(primarily upward drifts) as well as at the top and bottom (eastwardand westwarddrifts, respectively).The regard to prereversal enhancement and the associated
circulation closesin the east with downward drifts, but
circulationshouldthen be appropriate. In fact, when
the closureregion coincides,in all three cases,with bot- in section 2 we were referring to flow features observed
tomside spread-F layers within which the flow pattern at earlier local times as being westwardof featuresobseemsto be somewhat irregular and harder to resolve servedat later times,we wereusingthat logic.
.

than in the stable ionosphere outside the layers. Flow
Using the snapshotinterpretation,the implications
patterns in spread-F layers in fact show some evidence
of Plates 1-3 are the following.
for secondary circulations or vortices; one, in particu1. The existenceof a postsunsetvortex in equatorial
lar, is very clear in Plate 3, between 2100 and 2200 LT.
F regionE x B drifts centeredabout 250 km altiOverall, bottomside spread-F layers are confinedto altitude and about 2000-3000 km east of the evening
tudes with predominantly westward plasma flow within
terminator.
the postsunsetcirculation cell.
2. The vortex is characterizedby upwardE x B drifts
Circulation patterns and general features of bottomon the west(prereversal
enhancement),
eastward
side spread-F evolution depicted in Plates 1-3 are repreand westwarddrifts on the top and bottom (versentativeof all recent high-resolutiondrift observations
tical shear region), and, somewhatless clearly,
at Jicamarca conductedon days exhibiting prereversal
downwarddrifts on the east through an unstable
enhancement. Strong upward drifts in the postsunset
regionof bottomsidespread-F.
period are always followedby a period of about an hour
or more exhibiting intense vertical shearsin bottomside
3. The vortex is elongated in horizontal direction,
with a horizontal dimension of a few thousand kF region zonal flows, terminated by an eventual downilometers in contrast to a vertical dimension of a
drift, possiblyfollowedby the developmentof secondary
circulation

cells.

few hundred

kilometers.
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4. Vertical shearsnear the core region of the vortex

of the field lines with equatorial apex heightsnear the

canbe asintenseas 1-5 ms-•/km, corresponding F regiondensitymaximum.In an alternatemodeldescribedby Haerendeland Eccles[1992]and Haerendel
to eddyturnovertimesof about 1000-200s.
5. Bottomsidespread-Fcommences
within the vor- et al. [1992],the processis onceagaindrivenby east-

tex, andit is generally
situatedin a layerform ward thermosphericwinds, but charging is attributed
just belowthe altitudesof the most intense to the divergenceof upward currentsdrawn from the
shearsdominatedby westwarddrifts. The layer equatorialE-layer. The sourceof the upward current is
extends eastward into the nighttime ionosphere describedas the divergencein eastward electrojet curin the wake of the vortex. Vertical drifts within
rent in the postsunsetE region. A plasmaflow map con-

the spread-Flayersaregenerally
downward
(the
closure
regionof the vortexin the east)but also
exhibitirregularities
suggesting
the possibility
of
thefragmentation
of thevortexin its eastern
half

tical drifts (constantin height)presented
by Haerendel
et al. [1992,Figure13] showsa vortexstructurebelow

into smaller

in our data.

vortices.

We admit here the possibilitythat someof our infer-

encesregarding
the easternedgeof the vortexmaybe
somewhat inaccurate because of slit camera distortion

in the spread-Fregion. Also,it shouldbe notedthat
our snapshotsare representativeof solarminimumconditions,and further measurements
will be neededto
determinehowthe propertiesof the vortexchangewith

structed with computed zonal drifts and assumedver-

the main F-layer very similar to the observedvortices
The Jicamarca flow maps, which can be regarded as
first snapshotsof the postsunsetvortex, can potentially be instrumental in identifying the correct mechanism for prereversalenhancementand F region charging.
While

the observed flow structure

can be understood

as an electrodynamic responseto a westward propagat-

ing region of negative spacecharge,it is also true that
the divergencein ionosphericcurrentsdriven by the obsolar cycle.
servedfieldsand thermosphericwinds (not directly obClearly,the mostoutstanding
questions
raisedby our served,but of the order of plasma drifts above the vordata concernthe morphologyand generationof the vor- tex) shouldselfconsistentlyaccountfor the propagation
tex andpossible
implications
of the vortexfor spread-F of the charged region. Much of the information needgeneration.We will next focusour attentionon these ed for first principle numerical modeling of the process
questions.
(noneof the existingmodelsresolvethe details of the
observedflow to the best of our knowledge)is contained
3.2.
Postsunset
Vortex
in our data.

The observed vortex in E x B drifts implies a di-

vergent postsunsetelectric field structure at F region
heights,with electric field vectorspointing toward the
coreregionof the vortex from all directionson the zonal plane. This field geometry requiresthe presenceof
negativespacechargein the core region. If negative
spacechargeaccumulationto the east of the terminator
is a consequenceof the sunset, then the chargedregion
would be constrained to follow the westward progression of the terminator, inducing a local time invariant

The theoretical flow map presented by Haerendel et

al. [1992]suggests
a clearclosureof the vortexin the
east. The closure is also implied by observationssince
postsunsetupward drifts invariably reverse after some
time period. Nonetheless,examinationof the Jicamarca
flow maps revealsthat the flow in closureregion is quite
complicated. There are fluctuations and suggestionsof
secondaryvortices in the data. Part of the complication or uncertainty is undoubtedly due to the onset of
spread-F on the eastern side of the vortex and possible breakdown of the assumptions we have been using
to interpret the maps. However, it still seemsreasonable to us that some of the secondary vortex signatures

prereversalenhancementand vortex structure in the
ionosphereat all longitudesas we have assumedin our
interpretation of the maps.
Postsunsetcharging of the bottomside F region was might be real. We thereforesuspectthat the vortex
first describedby Rishbeth[1971]as a possiblecause mayhavea natural tendencyto fragmentat its backside
for the enhancementof eastwardF regionplasmadrifts (opposite
to propagation
direction),whichmayin turn
after the sunset.
Current theories of the prerever- have some connection with the onset of spread-F withsal enhancement of vertical drifts also suggestthe ac- in the vortex. Perhaps the dissipationprocessof space
cumulationof negative spacechargein the postsunset chargedregion subsequentto prereversalenhancement
ionosphere.In the modelby Farley et al. [1985],the involves fragmentation to smaller and smaller scales,
chargingprocessappearsto be driven by eastwardther- generatinga turbulent wakeregionbehindthe westward
toospheric winds and reduced conductivities to the east surgingvortex where bottomsidespread-Fis observed.
of the terminator, and occurs as consequenceof the in- The absence of subvortices in the results of Haerendel
teraction of the equatorial F region with the field line et al. [1992]may simplyreflectthe absence
of instabilconnectedE layersoff the equator. Although the height ity physicsin their model. In view of the strong sugstructure of the resultant charge accumulation is not gestionin our data that postsunsetflow structure and
explicitly discussedin the paper, it appears to us that
bottomside spread-F may be related, we will pursue the
the described mechanism would give rise to charging discussionof this possibility a little further.
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3.3.

Implications

for Spread-F Generation

Let us supposefor a moment that the postsunsetvortex indeed has a tendency to break into smaller vortices
or eddiesas we have suggestedabove. One of the immediate consequences
of sucha fragmentation would be the
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instability on westward gradients, is very large by F region standards. The driving field of the sameinstability

at bubbleheightsis significantlysmaller(whereplasma
drift and neutral windsare in the samedirection),while
the eastwardfield that drives the E x B componentoi
the generalized Rayleigh-Taylor instability during the

mixing of the sharpvertical densitygradientof the bot- brief ascentphaseof F-layer is only •00.5-1mV/m.
tomside F-layer. If such a mixing processcan generate
So if a fragmentation processof the postsunsetvortex
horizontaldensitygradients(presumablyboth eastward suggestedby our data (or any other process,for that
and westward directed on different sides of blobs of enmatter, even if we cannot think of any better candihanceddensityripped off from higher altitudes), then date than vortex fragmentation)can generateintermean interchangeinstability processdriven by the upward diate scaledensity irregularities within the vortex, then
F region current invoked in the theory of Haerendel et a very strongly driven interchangeinstability processin
al. [1992]wouldcausefurther structuringof the plasma the lower half of the vortex would account for the obin the region. We have strong evidencefrom our data served bottomside spread-F layers. The processwould
(namely,westwardbottomsidedrifts, as explainedbe- only be active in the narrow height range where the
low) that the upwardcurrent is driven very stronglyin plasmaand neutralflowsareopposite(hencethe limited
the lower half of the vortex occupied by spread-F.
Briefly, upward Pedersen current is proportional to

thicknessof irregularbottomsidelayers),and, giventhe
strength of its driver, small-scaleirregularities responE + BU, where E is the upward electricfield, B is geo- sible for bottomside spread-F radar signatures would
magneticflux density,and U is the eastwardzonal wind, develop much earlier than the plume structures excitall in the reference frame of the Earth.

When

the driv-

er of the current, electric field E + BU in the reference
frame of the neutrals, is large, the current magnitude
is highly sensitiveto small variations in plasma density,
and, consequently,the potential to set up large polarization fields on density perturbations is very high. The
driver is relatively weak on the topside of the vortex
and at higher altitudes where eastward drift velocity

of the plasma-E/B and eastwardneutral wind U are

ed by the gravitational component of the generalized
instability. Eddy turnover times of 1000 s or less de-

ducedfrom our flow data (item 4 in our summarylist
in section3.1) couldalsobe pertinent concerninghow
fast the conjecturedmixing processwould proceed to
initiate

the scenario we have outlined

We are not certain

whether

above.

the outlined

scenario

is

acted out verbatim in the postsunsetF region. Howev-

er, certainlymanyof its ingredientsareplausibleand/or

approximately equal. However, at bottomside spread-F suggestedby the observations.The alestabilizingpotenheights,the observedE x B drift is primarily westward, tial of counter streaming plasma and neutrals is a ceri.e., E > 0, and therefore E + BU is large (as need- tainty, and all the consequencesthat we can think of are
ed to maintain vertical current continuity throughout in accordwith observations.In view of all these, and the
the low-density bottomside region, which, incidentally, fact that other instability drivers suchas vertical drifts
may be the simplest explanation of the reason for post- (i.e., E x B instability) are generallyweak and often

sunsetcharging). Any small-scalestructuringimposed in the wrongdirection(downward)within the irregular
on westward density gradients in the bottomside region layers(item 5), it would be worthwhileto investigate,
(causedby mixing, as conjecturedabove) will then be through modeling work, the inherent stability proper-

strongly polarized by the upward current in a manner
to causerapid growth via perturbation E x B drifts.

ties of the postsunset vortex and determine whether
someplausible instability mechanismcould account for

What we are describinghere (except for somegeo- the fragmentationof vortical F regionflow.
metrical differences)is the neutral wind driven compoFinally, we wouldlike to point out that the stability
nentof the generalized
Rayleigh-Taylorinstability[e.g., propertiesof the vortex may even have implications for
Kelley et al., 1981] that has been invokedto explain the seedingor initiation of plasmabubblesthat penthe structuring observed on western walls of spread-F etrate the F region. Spread-F plasma bubbles almost
bubbles[e.g., Tsunoda,1983]. What is unusualand rel- alwaysgrow out of bottomsidespread-F, and if vortievant in our case is the strength of the driver and its cal flows are involvedin the dynamicsof bottomside
altitudinal
localization.
spread-F,they couldalsoimpact the generationof the
Typical westward drift velocities observedat bottom- bubbles. The large and bulging secondaryvortex in
sidespread-Fheightsare in the 50-100m/s range. If Plate 3 (2100-2200LT) may well be a snapshotof the
we assume•na• eas•war(1neutral wind velocity is alsoin genesisof a future bubble.
the samerange (reasonablesinceeastwardwindscan be
as largeas 200 m/s higherup), then the relativewest- 4. Summary and Conclusions
ward drift velocityE/B + U of the plasmain the neutral
We have presentedvery high quality incoherentscatframewouldbe in the 100-200m/s range,or evenpossibly higher. The corresponding
2.5-5 mV/m field in the ter F region drifts data from Jicamarcathat provide
neutral frame, i.e., the driver E q- BU for interchange first snaphots of a postsunset vortex associated with
•1

•

•

1
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prereversalenhancementevents. We have conjectured the shear in the horizontal plasma flow, J. Geophys.Res.,
that the vortexis a manifestationof negativecharging 97, 1209, 1992.
of the postsunsetionospherein accordancewith models Kelley, M. C., The Earth's Ionosphere, Academic, San
Diego, Calif., 1989.
proposedto explain the prereversalenhancementphenomenon.Vortex observationsare accompanied
by bot- Kelley, M. C., M. F. Larsen, C. L. Hoz, and J.P. McClure,
Gravity wave initiation of equatorial spread F: A case stomsidespread-Fobservationsin the westwardplasma
drift regionwithin the flowstructure.Largedifferential tudy, J. Geophys. Res., 86, 9087, 1981.
Kudeki, E., B. G. Fejer, D. T. Farley, and H. M. Ierkic,

velocitybetweenthe plasmaand neutralsin thisregion
Interferometerstudiesof equatorialF regionirregularities
is almostcertainlythe causeof fine structuringwithin
and drifts, Geophys.Res. Lett., 8, 377, 1981.
the observedspread-Flayers. Furthermore,mixingof Kudeki, E., S. Bhattacharyya, and R. F. Woodman, A new
the bottomsideF region density gradientsby vortical
approach in incoherent scatter F region E x B drift meaflowsmay be the mechanismresponsible
for the onset
surements at Jicamarca, J. Geophys. Res., this issue.
of spread-F.

Pingree, J. E., and B. G. Fejer, On the height variation
of equatorialF regionvertical plasmadrifts, J. Geophys.
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